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Witech Africa (pty) Ltd: Waste to Energy technology supply in South Africa
My background is in Freight Logistic and HR huge projects, I have been an entrepreneur & working for
myself since 1994 and I have built and sold a few businesses. I then went on successfully consulting for
two listed group on the JSE. I consider myself to first be a professional salesman, a self made man with
many good stories to tell but I make sure that we always deliver on our word.
I bought Witech Africa –established in 1970 - as a going concern in the late 90’s when ‘Y2K’ was a the
in thing and when we all valued WIFI & the Internet as the next modem to conduct sound business, let
alone did we know how huge it would become; ‘Wi’ could very well be the first word of ‘WiFi’ but we ike
to say that ‘Wi’ stands for ‘Waste-Incineration’ which is our core activity and the first sanitation type of
technology we started rolling out in 2016 inpartnership with ever so reliable & ingenious Fins and since
2018 with water Austrian experts.
With the huge interest we received from the onset with various stakeholders, developpers and project
sponsors I went on creating another three ‘Witech’s’ in France, South Africa and in Bulgaria.
The most difficult thing in business in my opinion to carefully chose the right partners, the right technology (and providers) to roll out and to systematically engage with the right project sponsors whom have
drive to achieve lenghy projects and whom must share the same vision one does.
We are lucky in that respect as I believe that we represent the very best technology partners and I am
very proud to be in business with both our selected few equipment suppliers and business partners; our
clients benefit from this dynamic mix of people.
We have a great Team and very exciting project which will resolve huge environmental issues, both on
the water and waste side. More so we believe in what we do, we love what we do including our growing
project developping capabilities which we put to the service of our cients.
Our mission is focused on reducing and on treating the World waste; whether it be municipal waste, all
none toxic streams of wastes or treating water. We concentrate on bankable & proven modular technology which our tech providers are roll out quicker than the norm, which norm can be relocated at ease.
The equipments we commercialise are robust enough to last the test of time, simple to run.
In doing so we are able to bring affortdable Power to those whom secure enough waste and of course
Fresh Water for those whom need it the most
I like to think that water is becoming a rare fluid pearl one could find in an arid desert or falling from
the sky so its magic source of Life needs to be preserved and nursed, that waste is first an attitude &
behaviour that we all need to learn about and to master; That Energy on the other hand is an irreplaceable source that one cannot see or touch but needed to power our homes, our economies and industries.
Our Vision is to bring lasting and commercially viable solutions to those whom engage with us

